Evaluation of the biodistribution, persistence, toxicity, and potential of germ-line transmission of a replication-competent human adenovirus following intraprostatic administration in the mouse.
Adenovirus-mediated gene transfer may hold much promise in the treatment of human cancer. However, concerns regarding vector dissemination beyond the target tissue, particularly with replication-competent viruses, require an evaluation of the persistence of viral infection in collateral tissue and vector-associated toxicities. In addition, for indications such as prostate cancer, the proximity of the point of viral administration to organs of the male reproductive system raises concerns regarding inadvertent germ-line transmission of genes carried by the virus. To address these concerns, the biodistribution, persistence, toxicity, and potential of germ-line transmission of a replication-competent adenovirus (Ad5-CD/TKrep) following intraprostatic administration in the mouse was examined. Ad5-CD/TKrep (10(10) vp, 5 x 10(11) vp/kg) was injected intraprostatically on Day 1 of the study and its presence in the major organs of the male urogenital tract (prostate, testes, seminal vesicles, and urinary bladder) and liver was determined on Days 8 and 29. For comparison, a parallel group of animals was injected with the same dose of a related replication-defective Ad5-FGNR virus. To evaluate germ-line transmission, Ad5-CD/TKrep-injected males were mated to females on Days 8 and 29 and resulting embryos were examined for AdS-CD/TKrep viral DNA. Ad5-CD/TKrep viral DNA was detected in all major organs of the adult male urogenital tract and liver 7 and 28 Days postinjection. Interestingly, relative to the replication-defective Ad5-FGNR adenovirus, the replication-competent Ad5-CD/TKrep virus accumulated to a much greater level (approximately 300-fold) and persisted for a longer period of time in prostate, testes, and liver. This difference could not be explained on the basis of differences in viral infectivity, suggesting that the AdS-CD/TKrep virus may be capable of replicating in mouse tissues in vivo. In vitro infection of six mouse cell lines representing prostate, testes, and liver demonstrated that the Ad5-CD/TKrep virus was indeed capable of replicating in these mouse cell types, albeit with reduced efficiencies relative to human cells. Despite the fact that the Ad5-CD/TKrep vector persisted in the adult male gonads and may have replicated in vivo, we observed no evidence of germ-line transmission in 149 offspring examined. To evaluate the toxicity of combining Ad5-CD/TKrep viral therapy with CD/5-FC and HSV-1 TK/GCV suicide gene therapies as a prerequisite for a human trial, an escalating dose (10(8), 10(9), 10(10) vp) of Ad5-CD/TKrep was administered intraprostatically followed by 7 days of 5-FC and GCV double prodrug therapy. Although the virus persisted in the mouse urogenital tract and liver for up to 28 days postinjection, most of the toxicities observed were expected, minimal, and self-limiting. These results lead us to believe that intraprostatic administration of the Ad5-CD/TKrep virus to humans concomitant with double suicide gene therapy will be associated with acceptable toxicities and will not result in vertical transmission of viral-encoded genes through the germ line.